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The goal of this book is to examine three major theories and their approach to psychotherapypsychodynamic, affective, and
behavioralwhich are defined as specific skills that a clinician or student can readily understand. In this book, these theories of
psychotherapy are broken down into three phases or levels: beginning (Level I) intermediate (Level II) and action (Level III).
Theories that are Level I will be appropriate for establishing a counseling relationship. Level II counseling skills further enhance
this initial counseling relationship. Level III theories are action-oriented theories.
Written for the Structural Engineering I and II Exams and the California Structural Engineering Exam. Includes more than 70
problems and step-by-step solutions from recent exams; Offers 18 HP-48G calculator programs, which include 6 concrete, 3
masonry, 3 timber, 4 steel, and 2 proper ties of sections design programs; Reflects current publications of SEAOC and FEMA;
Conforms to the 1997 edition of the UBC; Provides comprehensive clarification of applicable; Building Codes and Standard
Specifications; Uses provisions of the 1999 SEAOC bluebook, 1999 FEMA Advisory No. 2, 2000 FEMA 350 Design of Steel
Moment Frame Buildings, and 1997 AISC Seismic Provisions Cites extensive reference publications that reflect current design
procedures
This book constitutes the post-conference proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Machine Learning, Optimization,
and Data Science, LOD 2018, held in Volterra, Italy, in September 2018.The 46 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 126 submissions. The papers cover topics in the field of machine learning, artificial intelligence, reinforcement
learning, computational optimization and data science presenting a substantial array of ideas, technologies, algorithms, methods
and applications.
Animal learning and human learning traditions have been distinguishable within psychology since the start of the discipline and are
to this day. The human learning wing was interested in the development of psychological functions in human organisms and
proceeded directly to their examination. The animal learning wing was not distinguished by a corresponding interest in animal
behavior per se. Rather, the animal learners studied animal behavior in order to identify principles of behavior of relevance to
humans as well as other organisms. The two traditions, in other words, did not differ so much on goals as on strategies. It is not by
accident that so many techniques of modem applied psychol ogy have emerged from the animal laboratory. That was one of the
ultimate purposes of this work from the very beginning. The envisioned extension to humans was not just technological, however.
Many animal researchers, B. F. Skinner most prominently among them, recognized that direct basic research with humans might
ultimately be needed in certain areas but that it was wise first to build a strong foundation in the controlled environment of the
animal laboratory. In a sense, animal learning was always in part a human research program in development.
Featuring contributions from a diverse set of experts, this thought-provoking book offers a visionary introduction to the
computational turn in law and the resulting emergence of the computational legal studies field. It explores how computational data
creation, collection, and analysis techniques are transforming the way in which we comprehend and study the law, and the
implications that this has for the future of legal studies.
A revolutionary, collaborative approach to design and construction project delivery Integrating Project Delivery is the first booklength discussion of IPD, the emergent project delivery method that draws on each stakeholder's unique knowledge to address
problems before they occur. Written by authors with over a decade of research and practical experience, this book provides a
primer on IPD for architects, designers, and students interested in this revolutionary approach to design and construction. With a
focus on IPD in everyday operation, coverage includes a detailed explanation and analysis of IPD guidelines, and case studies
that show how real companies are applying these guidelines on real-world projects. End-of-chapter questions help readers quickly
review what they've learned, and the online forum allows them to share their insights and ideas with others who either have or are
in the process of implementing IPD themselves. Integrating Project Delivery brings together the owners, architect, engineers, and
contractors early in the development stage to ensure that problems are caught early, and to address them in a collaborative way.
This book describes the parameters of this new, more efficient approach, with expert insight on real-world implementation.
Compare traditional procurement with IPD Understand IPD guidelines, and how they're implemented Examine case studies that
illustrate everyday applications Communicate with other IPD adherents in the online forum The IPD approach revolutionizes not
only the workflow, but the relationships between the stakeholders – the atmosphere turns collaborative, and the team works
together toward a shared goal instead of viewing one another as obstructions to progress. Integrated Project Delivery provides a
deep exploration of this approach, with practical guidance and expert insight.
This book is based upon three interrelated open naturalistic studies conducted to better characterise the motivational orientation of
students in higher education. Open semi-structured individual interviews were conducted with undergraduates, students at
community colleges and students in taught postgraduate courses in Hong Kong. The analysis used an exploratory grounded
theory approach and resulted in a motivational orientation framework with six continua with positive and negative poles. On
enrolment students had positions on the six facets of motivation, which shifted as they progressed through their degree according
to their perceptions of the teaching and learning environment. The framework can, therefore, be used to explain both initial
decisions to enrol and motivation to continue studying. The interviews included descriptions of teaching approaches and learning
activities and their effects on motivation. This made it possible to describe a teaching and learning environment conducive to
motivation, with eight supportive conditions. Each facet of the teaching and learning environment is illustrated with quotations from
the three groups of students, resulting in a guide to configuring a teaching and learning environment conducive to motivating
students. The emerging community-college sector in Hong Kong is used as a case study of the effects on student motivation of the
expansion of the higher education sector through private colleges. Cultural issues are discussed, particularly the performance of
Asian students relative to those in the West.
Gathers decades of research on figurative language cognition to answer the question, 'Why don't people just say what they
mean?'
Transform your high school accounting course with CENTURY 21 ACCOUNTING GENERAL JOURNAL 10E, the leader in high
school accounting education for more than 100 years. Input from educators, accounting professionals, content experts, and high
school accounting students has informed the tenth edition's new critical-thinking activities, real-world applications, updated
Accounting instruction, and enhanced online learning solutions, including Online Working Papers and Automated Accounting
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Online computerized accounting software. CENTURY 21 ACCOUNTING 10E maintains its renowned instructional design and stepby-step approach to teaching the mechanics of accounting. Greater emphasis on conceptual understanding and financial
statement analysis in the tenth edition encourages students to apply accounting concepts to real-world situations and make
informed business decisions. New features like Forensic Accounting, Think Like an Accountant, Financial Literacy, and Why
Accounting? are a few examples of the expanded opportunities for students to master valued skills, such as critical thinking and
technology use, as defined by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. In addition, commercial technology, integrated throughout
the text, equips students to work with Microsoft Excel, Peachtree, QuickBooks, and Automated Accounting Online, with step-bystep instructions and the flexibility to use multiple versions of software. Trust the dedicated leader in accounting education to
transform your accounting course with a time-tested instructional design, enhanced digital solutions, and a comprehensive
package to address your contemporary classroom needs and prepare your students for success in the 21st century. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A comprehensive and integrated introduction to the phenomena and theories of perceptual learning, focusing on the visual
domain. Practice or training in perceptual tasks improves the quality of perceptual performance, often by a substantial amount.
This improvement is called perceptual learning (in contrast to learning in the cognitive or motor domains), and it has become an
active area of research of both theoretical and practical significance. This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the
phenomena and theories of perceptual learning, focusing on the visual domain. Perceptual Learning explores the tradeoff between
the competing goals of system stability and system adaptability, signal and noise, retuning and reweighting, and top-down versus
bottom-down processes. It examines and evaluates existing research and potential future directions, including evidence from
behavior, physiology, and brain imaging, and existing perceptual learning applications, with a focus on important theories and
computational models. It also compares visual learning to learning in other perceptual domains, and considers the application of
visual training methods in the development of perceptual expertise and education as well as in remediation for limiting visual
conditions. It provides an integrated treatment of the subject for students and researchers and for practitioners who want to
incorporate perceptual learning into their practice.Practice or training in perceptual tasks improves the quality of perceptual
performance, often by a substantial amount. This improvement is called perceptual learning, in contrast with learning in the
cognitive or motor domains. Perceptual learning has been a very active area of research of both theoretical and practical interest.
Research on perceptual learning is of theoretical significance in illuminating plasticity in adult perceptual systems, and in
understanding the limitations of human information processing and how to improve them. It is of practical significance as a
potential method for the development of perceptual expertise in the normal population, for its potential in advancing development
and supporting healthy aging, and for noninvasive amelioration of deficits in challenged populations by training. Perceptual
learning has become an increasingly important topic in biomedical research. Practitioners in this area include science disciplines
such as psychology, neuroscience, computer sciences, and optometry, and developers in applied areas of learning game design,
cognitive development and aging, and military and biomedical applications. Commercial development of training products,
protocols, and games is a multi-billion dollar industry. Perceptual learning provides the basis for many of the developments in
these areas. This book is written for anyone who wants to understand the phenomena and theories of perceptual learning or to
apply the technology of perceptual learning to the development of training methods and products. Our aim is to provide an
introduction to those researchers and students just entering this exciting field, to provide a comprehensive and integrated
treatment of the phenomena and the theories of perceptual learning for active perceptual learning researchers, and to describe
and develop the basic techniques and principles for readers who want to successfully incorporate perceptual learning into applied
developments. The book considers the special challenges of perceptual learning that balance the competing goals of system
stability and system adaptability. It provides a systematic treatment of the major phenomena and models in perceptual learning,
the determinants of successful learning and of specificity and transfer. The book provides a cohesive consideration of the broad
range of perceptual learning through the theoretical framework of incremental learning of reweighting evidence that supports
successful task performance. It provides a detailed analysis of the mechanisms by which perceptual learning improves perceptual
limitations, the relationship of perceptual learning and the critical period of development, and the semi-supervised modes of
learning that dominate perceptual learning. It considers limitations and constraints on learning multiple tasks and stimuli
simultaneously, the implications of training at high or low levels of performance accuracy, and the importance of feedback to
perceptual learning. The basis of perceptual learning in physiology is discussed along with the relationship of visual perceptual
learning to learning in other sensory domains. The book considers the applications of perceptual learning in the development of
expertise, in education and gaming, in training during development and aging, and applications to remediation of mental health
and vision disorders. Finally, it applies the phenomena and models of perceptual learning to considerations of optimizing training.
This gives me an immense pleasure to announce that ‘RED’SHINE Publication, Inc’ is coming out with its third volume of peer
reviewed, international journal named as ‘The International Journal of Indian Psychology. IJIP Journal of Studies‘is a humble
effort to come out with an affordable option of a low cost publication journal and high quality of publication services, at no profit no
loss basis, with the objective of helping young, genius, scholars and seasoned academicians to show their psychological research
works to the world at large and also to fulfill their academic aspirations.
Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have
recently been entered into the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.

A great deal has been written about developing effective practice against a backdrop of rapid change in criminal justice
services. Much of this is research-oriented and not always accessible to practitioners in their day-to-day work. This book
changes that. Drawing on research and integrating this with practitioner experience, the book creates fresh, researchbased 'practice wisdom' for engaging effectively with offenders. It explores issues of risk, responsivity and diversity in the
context of work with specific offender and offending behaviour groups as a means to highlight those skills and
understandings which can be used across the wider range of work environments. The authors break down complex ideas
to enable practical application, and each chapter includes questions for reflection and practice development. With its
accessible style, balancing academic rigour with clear pointers to best practice, this book will interest everyone working
face to face with offenders. It recognises that there are no instant solutions to changing offending behaviour but provides
a practice text that will encourage a sense of competence and confidence, enhancing readers' skill and enthusiasm when
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working with a broad spectrum of offenders.
With the proliferation of devices connected to the internet and connected to each other, the volume of data collected,
stored, and processed is increasing every day, which brings new challenges in terms of information security. As big data
expands with the help of public clouds, traditional security solutions tailored to private computing infrastructures and
confined to a well-defined security perimeter, such as firewalls and demilitarized zones (DMZs), are no longer effective.
New security functions are required to work over the heterogenous composition of diverse hardware, operating systems,
and network domains. Security, Privacy, and Forensics Issues in Big Data is an essential research book that examines
recent advancements in big data and the impact that these advancements have on information security and privacy
measures needed for these networks. Highlighting a range of topics including cryptography, data analytics, and threat
detection, this is an excellent reference source for students, software developers and engineers, security analysts, IT
consultants, academicians, researchers, and professionals.
TheInternationalSymposiumCreatingBrain-LikeIntelligencewasheldinFeb- ary 2007 in Germany. The symposium brought
together notable scientists from di?erent backgrounds and with di?erent expertise related to the emerging ?eld of brainlike intelligence. Our understanding of the principles behind brain-like intelligence is still limited. After all, we have had to
acknowledge that after tremendous advances in areas like neural networks, computational and arti?cial intelligence (a
?eld that had just celebrated its 50 year anniversary) and fuzzy systems, we are still not able to mimic even the lowerlevel sensory capabilities of humans or animals. We asked what the biggest obstacles are and how we could gain ground
toward a scienti?c understanding of the autonomy, ?exibility, and robustness of intelligent biological systems as they
strive to survive. New principles are usually found at the interfaces between existing disciplines, and traditional
boundaries between disciplines have to be broken down to see how complex systems become simple and how the
puzzle can be assembled. During the symposium we could identify some recurring themes that p- vaded many of the
talks and discussions. The triad of structure, dynamics and
environment,theroleoftheenvironmentasanactivepartnerinshapingsystems, adaptivity on all scales (learning,
development, evolution) and the amalga- tion of an internal and external world in brain-like intelligence rate high among
them. Each of us is rooted in a certain community which we have to serve with the results of our research. Looking
beyond our ?elds and working at the interfaces between established areas of research requires e?ort and an active
process.
Prentice Hall Exploring Earth SciencePearsonThe Concrete ReviewReinforcement Learning, second editionAn
IntroductionMIT Press
This book provides an overview of recent research developments in the automation and control of robotic systems that
collaborate with humans. A measure of human collaboration being necessary for the optimal operation of any robotic
system, the contributors exploit a broad selection of such systems to demonstrate the importance of the subject,
particularly where the environment is prone to uncertainty or complexity. They show how such human strengths as highlevel decision-making, flexibility, and dexterity can be combined with robotic precision, and ability to perform task
repetitively or in a dangerous environment. The book focuses on quantitative methods and control design for guaranteed
robot performance and balanced human experience from both physical human-robot interaction and social human-robot
interaction. Its contributions develop and expand upon material presented at various international conferences. They are
organized into three parts covering: one-human–one-robot collaboration; one-human–multiple-robot collaboration; and
human–swarm collaboration. Individual topic areas include resource optimization (human and robotic), safety in
collaboration, human trust in robot and decision-making when collaborating with robots, abstraction of swarm systems to
make them suitable for human control, modeling and control of internal force interactions for collaborative manipulation,
and the sharing of control between human and automated systems, etc. Control and decision-making algorithms feature
prominently in the text, importantly within the context of human factors and the constraints they impose. Applications
such as assistive technology, driverless vehicles, cooperative mobile robots, manufacturing robots and swarm robots are
considered. Illustrative figures and tables are provided throughout the book. Researchers and students working in
controls, and the interaction of humans and robots will learn new methods for human–robot collaboration from this book
and will find the cutting edge of the subject described in depth.
Written by leading experts from all across the globe, this comprehensive yet concise textbook offers up-to-date summary
in the field of Obesity and its Surgical Management for a wide range of healthcare professionals involved within a
Bariatric Multidisciplinary Team including Surgeons, Dieticians, Metabolic Physicians, Anaesthesiologists, Psychologists,
Psychiatrists, Radiologists and Nursing staff. The book also serves as a reference manual for General Physicians,
General Surgeons & General Practitioners.
Durganand Sinha was a visionary who gave psychology in India new directions and identity through his seminal writings
and efforts. This is the first book featuring Durganand Sinha’s seminal contributions to psychology. It includes his key
articles in the areas of indigenous psychology; self, family and social values; and human and socio-economic
development. His life-long endeavour was to develop a psychology for India, and his publications opened up new areas
of research. His book Psychology in a Third World Country: The Indian Experience (1986), a SAGE publication, played
an important role in shaping contemporary psychological research in India. This volume will inspire researchers in various
disciplines of social sciences to pursue research for psycho-socio-economic development of India.
V. Methodology: E. J. Wagenmakers (Volume Editor) Topics covered include methods and models in categorization;
cultural consensus theory; network models for clinical psychology; response time modeling; analyzing neural time series
data; models and methods for reinforcement learning; convergent methods of memory research; theories for
discriminating signal from noise; bayesian cognitive modeling; mathematical modeling in cognition and cognitive
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neuroscience; the stop-signal paradigm; hypothesis testing and statistical inference; model comparison in psychology;
fmri; neural recordings; open science; neural networks and neurocomputational modeling; serial versus parallel
processing; methods in psychophysics.
The Wiley Handbook of Contextual Behavioral Science describes the philosophical and empirical foundation of the
contextual behavioral science movement; it explores the history and goals of CBS, explains its core analytic
assumptions, and describes Relational Frame Theory as a research and practice program. This is the first thorough
examination of the philosophy, basic science, applied science, and applications of Contextual Behavioral Science Brings
together the philosophical and empirical contributions that CBS is making to practical efforts to improve human wellbeing
Organized and written in such a way that it can be read in its entirety or on a section-by-section basis, allowing readers to
choose how deeply they delve into CBS Extensive coverage of this wide ranging and complex area that encompasses
both a rich basic experimental tradition and in-depth clinical application of that experimental knowledge Looks at the
development of RFT, and its implications for alleviating human suffering
The significantly expanded and updated new edition of a widely used text on reinforcement learning, one of the most
active research areas in artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning, one of the most active research areas in artificial
intelligence, is a computational approach to learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the total amount of reward it
receives while interacting with a complex, uncertain environment. In Reinforcement Learning, Richard Sutton and Andrew
Barto provide a clear and simple account of the field's key ideas and algorithms. This second edition has been
significantly expanded and updated, presenting new topics and updating coverage of other topics. Like the first edition,
this second edition focuses on core online learning algorithms, with the more mathematical material set off in shaded
boxes. Part I covers as much of reinforcement learning as possible without going beyond the tabular case for which exact
solutions can be found. Many algorithms presented in this part are new to the second edition, including UCB, Expected
Sarsa, and Double Learning. Part II extends these ideas to function approximation, with new sections on such topics as
artificial neural networks and the Fourier basis, and offers expanded treatment of off-policy learning and policy-gradient
methods. Part III has new chapters on reinforcement learning's relationships to psychology and neuroscience, as well as
an updated case-studies chapter including AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero, Atari game playing, and IBM Watson's wagering
strategy. The final chapter discusses the future societal impacts of reinforcement learning.
"This book argues that computational models in behavioral neuroscience must be taken with caution, and advocates for
the study of mathematical models of existing theories as complementary to neuro-psychological models and
computational models"-This book presents the proceedings of the 24th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI 2020), held in
Santiago de Compostela, Spain, from 29 August to 8 September 2020. The conference was postponed from June, and
much of it conducted online due to the COVID-19 restrictions. The conference is one of the principal occasions for
researchers and practitioners of AI to meet and discuss the latest trends and challenges in all fields of AI and to
demonstrate innovative applications and uses of advanced AI technology. The book also includes the proceedings of the
10th Conference on Prestigious Applications of Artificial Intelligence (PAIS 2020) held at the same time. A record number
of more than 1,700 submissions was received for ECAI 2020, of which 1,443 were reviewed. Of these, 361 full-papers
and 36 highlight papers were accepted (an acceptance rate of 25% for full-papers and 45% for highlight papers). The
book is divided into three sections: ECAI full papers; ECAI highlight papers; and PAIS papers. The topics of these papers
cover all aspects of AI, including Agent-based and Multi-agent Systems; Computational Intelligence; Constraints and
Satisfiability; Games and Virtual Environments; Heuristic Search; Human Aspects in AI; Information Retrieval and
Filtering; Knowledge Representation and Reasoning; Machine Learning; Multidisciplinary Topics and Applications;
Natural Language Processing; Planning and Scheduling; Robotics; Safe, Explainable, and Trustworthy AI; Semantic
Technologies; Uncertainty in AI; and Vision. The book will be of interest to all those whose work involves the use of AI
technology.
This book is dedicated to applied gamification in the areas of education and business, while also covering pitfalls to avoid
and guidelines needed to successfully implement for a project. Using different theoretical backgrounds from various
areas including behavioral economics, game theory, and complex adaptive systems, the contributors aim to help readers
avoid common problems and difficulties that they could face with poor implementation. The book’s contributors are
scholars and academics from the many areas where the key theory of gamification typically comes from. Ultimately, the
book’s goal is to help bring together the theories from these different disciplines to the field of practice in education and
business. The book is divided into four parts: Theory, Education, Business, and Use Cases. Part I provides a foundation
on the theory of gamification and offers insight into some of the outstanding questions that have yet to be addressed. In
Part II, the application and value that gamification can bring within the education sector is examined. The book then
changes focus in Part III to spotlight the use of gamification within business environments. The topics also cover
educational aspects like improved learning outcomes, motivation, and learning retention at the workplace. Finally Part IV
concentrates on the applications and use of gamification through a series of case studies and key elements that are used
in real situations to drive real results.
Emphasizing evidence-based research and clinical competencies, Dental Hygiene: Theory and Practice, 4th Edition,
provides easy-to-understand coverage of the dental hygienist’s roles and responsibilities in today’s practice. It offers a
clear approach to science and theory, a step-by-step guide to core dental hygiene procedures, and realistic scenarios to
help you develop skills in decision-making. New chapters and content focus on evidence-based practice, palliative care,
professional issues, and the electronic health record. Written by Michele Leonardi Darby, Margaret M. Walsh, and a
veritable Who’s Who of expert contributors, Dental Hygiene follows the Human Needs Conceptual Model with a focus on
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client-centered care that takes the entire person into consideration. UNIQUE! Human Needs Conceptual Model
framework follows Maslow’s human needs theory, helping hygienists treat the whole patient — not just specific diseases.
Comprehensive coverage addresses the need-to-know issues in dental hygiene — from the rationale behind the need for
dental hygiene care through assessment, diagnosis, care planning, implementation, pain and anxiety control, the care of
individuals with special needs, and practice management. Step-by-step procedure boxes list the equipment required and
the steps involved in performing key procedures. Rationales for the steps are provided in printable PDFs online. Critical
Thinking exercises and Scenario boxes encourage application and problem solving, and help prepare students for the
case-based portion of the NBDHE. Client Education boxes list teaching points that the dental hygienist may use to
educate clients on at-home daily oral health care. High-quality and robust art program includes full-color illustrations and
clinical photographs as well as radiographs to show anatomy, complex clinical procedures, and modern equipment.
Legal, Ethical, and Safety Issues boxes address issues related to risk prevention and management. Expert authors
Michele Darby and Margaret Walsh lead a team of international contributors consisting of leading dental hygiene
instructors, researchers, and practitioners. NEW chapters on evidence-based practice, the development of a professional
portfolio, and palliative care provide research-based findings and practical application of topics of interest in modern
dental hygiene care. NEW content addresses the latest research and best practices in attaining clinical competency,
including nutrition and community health guidelines, nonsurgical periodontal therapy, digital imaging, local anesthesia
administration, pharmacology, infection control, and the use of the electronic health record (EHR) within dental hygiene
practice. NEW photographs and illustrations show new guidelines and equipment, as well as emerging issues and trends.
NEW! Companion product includes more than 50 dental hygiene procedures videos in areas such as periodontal
instrumentation, local anesthesia administration, dental materials manipulation, common preventive care, and more. Sold
separately.
This book provides readers the recent algorithmic advances towards realizing the notion of optinformatics in evolutionary
learning and optimization. The book also provides readers a variety of practical applications, including inter-domain
learning in vehicle route planning, data-driven techniques for feature engineering in automated machine learning, as well
as evolutionary transfer reinforcement learning. Through reading this book, the readers will understand the concept of
optinformatics, recent research progresses in this direction, as well as particular algorithm designs and application of
optinformatics. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are adaptive search approaches that take inspiration from the principles of
natural selection and genetics. Due to their efficacy of global search and ease of usage, EAs have been widely deployed
to address complex optimization problems occurring in a plethora of real-world domains, including image processing,
automation of machine learning, neural architecture search, urban logistics planning, etc. Despite the success enjoyed by
EAs, it is worth noting that most existing EA optimizers conduct the evolutionary search process from scratch, ignoring
the data that may have been accumulated from different problems solved in the past. However, today, it is well
established that real-world problems seldom exist in isolation, such that harnessing the available data from related
problems could yield useful information for more efficient problem-solving. Therefore, in recent years, there is an
increasing research trend in conducting knowledge learning and data processing along the course of an optimization
process, with the goal of achieving accelerated search in conjunction with better solution quality. To this end, the term
optinformatics has been coined in the literature as the incorporation of information processing and data mining (i.e.,
informatics) techniques into the optimization process. The primary market of this book is researchers from both academia
and industry, who are working on computational intelligence methods and their applications. This book is also written to
be used as a textbook for a postgraduate course in computational intelligence emphasizing methodologies at the
intersection of optimization and machine learning.
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